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Advocacy Workshop



History of Public Policy Advocacy 
by Nonprofits
• “The primary role of voluntary associations in American life is not service 

delivery but to continually shape….the vision of a just social order…in the public 
arena and to press for adoption and implementation.”  

(Robert Smucker – a Founding Father of Nonprofit Advocacy) 

• US history contains many examples of major advocacy achievements by 
nonprofits: 
 Abolition of slavery
 Child labor laws
 Women’s voting rights
 Civil Rights
 Healthcare Reform



Why Advocate
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1
• Systems-level change requires public 

policy

2
• Policy is already impacting (hurting or 

harming) people’s lives

3
• Engages individuals in making a 

meaningful difference



SNAP Story

• Faith – Sharing her story at SNAP Hearing 
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MI Bridges Story: 2008 - 2019

Food 
Stamps

Community 
Resources

Medical 
Benefits

Help with 
Federal Taxes
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EITC Story



Public Awareness & 
Education 

Grassroots Advocacy 
& Coalition Building Lobbying
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The Advocacy Spectrum



Can Nonprofits Lobby?

 Yes, you absolutely can lobby!

 But, charities cannot spend ‘a substantial amount’ of their budget on lobbying

 File 501(H) Election which clearly states the amount of money you can spend and 
what is and what is not a lobbying activity.



What Nonprofits Cannot Do

 Spend an unlimited amount of money on lobbying (urging legislators or public 
to take action on specific legislation)

 Support or Oppose Candidates for Elected Office

 Use federal funds to ‘lobby’



What You Can Do in the Policy 
Arena
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 Educate elected officials and the public on public policy issues of importance to you

 Urge legislators or the public to take action on specific legislation

 Get-out-the-vote in nonpartisan manner (voter registration, education &  mobilization)

 May intervene for/against ballot issues



Advocacy Strategy

Issue 
Analysis 

Develop 
Champions

Coalition-
Building

Grassroots 
Organizing & 

Outreach

Engage with 
Government

Create a 
Media 

Strategy

tory

Story



Your Organization’s Role
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Meet ALICE
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Financial Hardship Increasing
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Hope‘s Story



United Way Policy Priorities for ALICE
2-1-1
Give ALICE an effective, non-bureaucratic connection to faith-based, nonprofit and public 
resources before their needs become costly emergencies – support 2-1-1.

Childcare
Remove the child care barrier for ALICE - ensure access through increased child care provider 
payments and affordability by raising the subsidy cap to include ALICE families.

Early Literacy
Implement the necessary supports for all children to read by 3rd grade - provide birth to age 
eight resources needed, especially by ALICE children, to achieve early literacy.

EITC
Strengthen the state Earned Income Tax Credit so that ALICE can keep working and put money 
back into local communities - update state credit for today's economy to 20% of the Federal 
credit.


